What Does
Your Media Mix
Look Like?

Introduction
For advertising and marketing to be successful, you need to use
the right tools. Below we’ve gone over various avenues used in
marketing and advertising, the tools we use to meet our clients
goals. Take a look.

Build The Foundation.
T oday every business needs to have a website. The web
is where 89% of consumers look first for information. It’s your
storefront, the foundation of your marketing. Make sure you have
a solid foundation.

Target your market.
 dvertising on social media platforms, Facebook, Instagram
A
and YouTube have the most robust ad platforms of the social
network and allow you to tightly target your key markets in cost
effective manner.
Pay Per Click (PPC) ads let you reach out to specific
demographics and track your results. PPC ads also allow you to
retarget people who have visited your site.
Search ads. Someone is searching for your product or service,
get yourself to the top of the list the old-fashioned way, by
paying for it. Search ads allow you to ensure that you’re in front
of people who are already interested in your specific product,
service, or location.
D irect Mail. When is junk mail not junk? When it’s sent to a
tightly targeted market. Intelligently deployed direct mail can be
a cost-effective way to reach your targets and track the results,
especially effective for high-value niche products and services.

Increase Visibility.
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) The vast majority of
people never look past the first page of Google results. SEO
allows you to be found, increasing traffic to your site and
increasing visibility for your business.
S ocial Presence. Participating in organic social media gives
your business increased visibility and more ways to be found.
It also gives you access to the immensely powerful advertising
platforms that social media offers.

Raising Awareness.
Radio allows you to reach a ton of people, especially in a
specific local or regional market. Targeting is more limited than
online options but radio is excellent for reaching a large number
of consumers in a specific area. It’s a great tool for raising the
profile of your business as well as drawing attention to any
events or sales that you may be having.
Billboards and other outdoor advertising can be good tools
to raise awareness in a specific location. As with any real
estate, location is key. The right location combined with the right
message provides results.
Print advertising can still bring good results. The key is to
find the publication that matches your niche. Keep a close
eye on your ROI, negotiate ad placement, and ensure that the
demographics match your needs.

Tie It All Together.
Video is increasingly important as online platforms and
publishers emphasize video content. Ensure that content and
placement fit your goals. From traditional 30 second ads, to
pre-roll, to online tutorials, to website content, the proliferation
of platforms and flexible production costs means that everyone
needs to at least consider including video in each campaign.
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